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Abstract:

　　SeTeralrod-like polyi�ldesterminated vlth biethe町lene were
synthesized．’Sameof them can controlled the coefficient of thermal
expa&Bion｛CTE｝of BT resin and the improved ET I･esindid not
sacrifice　itsexcellent properties.
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　Arocy B－10(2,S≫-bis(cyanatopiie可l0propane) functionality
eyeﾕ.otrimerizes upon heating-catalyzing Tia step-growth 皿echanis�
to form ａ thermoset plastic，polycyanurete

cl-≫．

This cyclotri皿erization ultimately fo:rmsａ cross-linked network
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characterized as blsphenol units and tl･iaziae rings li址ed by oxygen

atoms． The polymer obtained in this ●ay possesses good therni08tability，
l●w dielectric constant.excellent mechanical strength，adhesion,
toughneｓ８ and low sJu・ifikagecharacteristic. To blend the Bμstaged
Ar●cy B-10, which Is named ？ resin， with the 6-staged blsmalei皿lde，

vhich Is na皿ed £-r6sln give the so called －resin。

　　The study on BT resin^^l shoved that the glass transition temperature

(Tg) of FT resin afteヱ・curing　increasedwith　increasing amount　of　the

bi8皿&leimlde　C准ponent．　BTresin after curing has less coefficient　of
the19181 expansion (CTE) tlian pure 7 re8in has. This phenomenon is
raised by the SDiaﾕﾕCIE of bismale imlde．Howe7e7，blanaleimide only has
a little effect　on the OTB of HP resin，because the difference　of　CTSs
between Ｂresin and ？ resin･is small. The fo:rmer is 2 。14×10‘5，while
the latter is 2.81 χ10'5． When the皿ol ratio of Ｂ resin ccmponent is
60^，the OTE of BT resin after curlag Is 2．45×10“5，about 13% less
than the C？E of Arocy B－10 after curing.　　　　　　　　　　　　　－

　　Namata ｅt a1 reported f3) that some .rod-like polyImide s had　マery
small CTE, because these rod-like polymer 皿olecules vere forced to
restrain their thermal shake within the inter－olecular space８，just Ilkc
glass fiber does　In FEP. The rod-like　structure co覆es from the linear
dla・ine.　such as P-PDA, 4,4'-6FA，some 2,2'-disubstituted-4,4'-BPA and
some arc・atle　tetracarboxylic　dianhydride, such 8S FMDA, BPDA etc.
Their study also shcfwed　thatthe CTE of polyi皿ides can be controled by
copolynerlzatlon or blending of polyamic acids．　The　largerthe weight
rractlon of the low thermal expansion polylmide, the lower the CTE
becomes ．It seemed that＼the:reis ａlinear relationship betveea the C？E
azid　the皿oncmer ratio．For getting the laminate　of small C？E, we　atte皿pt
to improve BT resin with rod-like polyIfflides terminated with biethenylene。

　　There　already have been a　lot　ofreports　c45 about　the　synthesis.of

poXyintldes terminated with variousぺreactive groups 。Ho盾ever, as far as
●e know, there is no ａ special report about the synthesis of rod-like
poly緬ides terminated with reaotiTe group to prepare ａ re sin with small
CTE. We synthesized the following compounds from 4,4゛－BEA,p-PDA,
2,2 ゛-di皿ethyl-4，4゛-BPA，PMDA and 皿alelc anhydride (MA):
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　　Our primary study Indicated tbat ourヽidea was coirrect. The

properties of　lajDlnates　ofcopper foil/woyen （luartz dippedヤwith
r●sia (B/T/6 syste皿ia 40/60/10 ●eight ratio）are shoived in Table
2. The CTEs^in-plsne （X.T．) and in-eplcaab｛Z) of the laialnete of
i皿proved resin by 10^ oompooad 瓦are only so% and 30^ of the C^8
of the :la゛lsfiteof uni巣proTed £Tresin respectively. The copper
peel strength is 14 N/c�indicat:ing the good toughness of the
i皿proTed resin.

　Jjnldatlon was achie'vedby heating polyamic acid in DMF. Sc皿e
of properties of these poly垣ides are showed in Table 1.
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